ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Books- 
1) Grammar with a smile bk – 2
2) The new Grammar Tree bk – 2

1st Assessment
Bk – Grammar with a smile bk -2
Chp 1 : Sentence
Chp 3 : Nouns
Chp 4 : Nouns – Singular and Plural
Chp 5 : Nouns – Countable and Uncountable
Chp 6 : Noun – Gender
Bk – The new Grammar Tree Bk -2
Chp – 2 : Naming words
Chp – 3 : Nouns
Chp 4 : Nouns : Common and Proper
Chp -5 : Nouns : Number
Chp -6 : Nouns : Gender
Chp -7 : Who or what am I ？
Composition

2nd Assessment
Bk – Grammar with a smile bk- 2
Chp – 7 : Adjectives
Chp – 11 : Verbs
Chp – 12 : ‘Be’ Verbs – Is , Are , Am
Chp- 13 .' Be’ Verbs – Was ,Were
Chp – 16 : Verbs – Has , Have, Had
Chp- 17 : Verbs – Present Tense
Chp – 18 : Verbs- Past Tense
Bk – The new Grammar Tree Bk -2
Chp -8 : Adjectives
Chp-9 : Verbs

ENGLISH LITERATURE

BOOK- READING RIGHT

1ST ASSESSMENT :
Ch 1 - Bob The Chef
Ch 2 - The Cow(Poem)
Ch 3 - The Project
Ch 5 - The Shoemaker And The Elves
Ch 7 - Friends(Poem)

2ND ASSESSMENT
Ch 9 - Mind Your Manners
Ch 12 - The Magic Of Sharing
Ch 13 - Story Boat (Poem)
Ch 15 - The Honest Wood Cutter
Ch 22 - The Sun(Poem)

3RD ASSESSMENT
Ch 20 - The Selfies Giant !
HINDI 2ND LANGUAGE

Book 1. मूदुल
2. ताना-बाना

1st Assessment:
मूदुल:
पाठ:
• मेरी मौ (कविता)
• बारहसिया और शेर
• शवाश शाम्भाई

tाना-बाना:
पाठ:
• एकता में बल है।
• कौआ और सौंप।
(Follow whatever done in classwork & worksheets)

2nd Assessment:
मूदुल:
पाठ:
• बोले सभी (कविता)
• आलसी चेर
• पानी रे पानी

tाना-बाना:
पाठ:
• सड़क के नियम
• पालतू संध
(Follow whatever done in classwork & worksheets)

3rd Assessment:
मूदुल:

BENGALI 2ND LANGUAGE

1st Assessment
1. কথাকলিত - ২
পাঠ - ২ । রেফর যে দুগ্ধ কর ( বুধ )
পাঠ - ৩ ৪ ৫ ফলা রা যা
পাঠ - ৪ ৫ ৬ ফলা হয়
পাঠ - ৫ ৬ ৭ ফলা - প্র, লঙ্গ
পাঠ - ৬ ৭ ৮ ফলা - র
পাঠ - ৭ ৮ যুস্ত জাগানো পাথি

2. গল্পে গিশা নীতিকথা
1. সূঁদু বলল ও ভেরুড়া
2. সূঁদু বাল ও মৌলী পথিক।
3. কাক হলিয়া ও শ্যামল।
4. কাক ও ভালের কলসি।
রচনা: Follow the exercise of the classwork copy.

2nd Assessment
1. কথাকলিত - ২
পাঠ - ১ ৪ সায়ক বর্ষের গ্রোগ - ১
2. গণ্ডে গাঁথা নীতিকথা

3. Read the exercise of the classwork copy.

3rd Assessment

1. কথাকলি - ২
   পাঠ - ১৪  সাংযুক্ত বর্ণের প্রণয়ণ - ৫
   পাঠ - ১৫  সাংযুক্ত বর্ণের প্রণয়ণ - ৬
   পাঠ - ১৬  সাংযুক্ত বর্ণের প্রণয়ণ - ৭
   পাঠ - ১৭  সাংযুক্ত বর্ণের প্রণয়ন - ৮
   পাঠ - ২৪  তালগাছ

2. গণ্ডে গাঁথা নীতিকথা :

   ১১. শিকারি ও এককীক পায়রা
   ১২. ধরগোষ্ঠ আর ক্তজ্জপ
   ১৩. তালুক ও দুই বন্ধু

   Read the exercise of the classwork copy.

MATHMATICS

BOOKS:
1. EASY TO LEARN MATHEMATICS – 2
2. JUNIOR MENTAL MATHEMATICS – 2

1ST ASSESSMENT:
Mental Mathematics:
Exercises :  1 – 10, 11, 13, 15, 20, 23 – 30
Table : 2 – 10
Easy To Learn Mathematics:
Ch – 1 : Revision Of Numbers
Ch – 2 : Addition
Ch – 3 : Subtraction
Ch - 4 : Three- Digits Numbers

2ND ASSESSMENT:
Mental Mathematics:
Exercises :   32, 33, 40 – 48, 50 – 60, 61 – 67, 84
Table : 8 - 12
Easy To Learn Mathematics:
Ch – 5 : Multiplication
Ch – 10 : Shapes
Ch – 11 : Measures Of Length
Ch - 12 : Measures Of Mass
Ch – 13 : Measures Of Capacity

3RD ASSESSMENT:
Mental Mathematics:-
Exercises : 34, 37, 49, 68 – 72, 74, 76 – 83, 85 – 90, 92.
Table : 12 - 15
Easy To Learn Mathematics:-
Ch - 6 : Division
SCIENCE

1st Assessment:
Unit 1: My Body
Chapter 1: Organ of my Body
Chapter 2: Bones and Muscles
Unit 2: My Needs
Chapter 3: Food for Health
Chapter 4: Housing and Clothing
Unit 3: Keeping Healthy and Safe
Chapter 5: Healthy Me!

2nd Assessment:
Unit 3: Keeping Healthy and Safe
Chapter 6: More about Safety Rules
Unit 4: Things Around Us
Chapter 7: Living things and Non-Living things
Unit 5: Plants and Animals
Chapter 8: Plants Around Us
Chapter 9: Wild Animals
Chapter 10: Domestic Animals
Chapter 11: Birds and Insects

3rd Assessment:
Unit 6: Nature, Environment And Space
Chapter 12: Water
Chapter 13: Air
Chapter 14: Earth, Sun and Moon

ENGLISH SPELLING / DICTATION

1ST ASSESSMENT
Whatever done in the copy.

2ND ASSESSMENT
Whatever done in the copy.

3RD ASSESSMENT
Whatever done in the copy

HANDWRITING

BOOK: ABSS CURSIVE WRITING BK 3&4

1ST ASSESSMENT
BOOK: ABSS BK 3
PAGE 1-16

2ND ASSESSMENT
BOOK: ABSS BK 3
PAGE 17-32
BOOK :4
PAGE 1-10

3RD ASSESSMENT
BOOK :4
PAGE 11-32
READING & CONVERSATION

Book: 1. Panchatantra (Book 3)
   2. Echoes

1st ASSESSMENT:
Book: Panchatantra
Ch 1: The Sparrow and the Elephant
Ch 2: The Weaver Bird and the Monkey.
Book: Echoes
Ch 1: Making Small Talks
Ch 2: Talking about Ability

2nd Assessment:
Book: Panchatantra
Ch 3: The Baby Fox and the Cubs
Ch 4: The Frog and the Snakes.
Book: Echoes
Ch 5: Talking about likes and dislikes
Ch 6: Asking and Answering Questions

3rd Assessment:
Book: Panchatantra
Ch 5: The Donkey without a heart and brain
Ch 6: The Four Friends
Book: Echoes
Ch 8: Asking about Quantity
Ch 10: Talking about where Things are

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

1ST ASSESSMENT
1. Animals And Plants
   Chapter: 1,3,4,5,7,8,9.
2. Our Environment.

Chapter: 12
3. Life Skills
   Chapter: 14

2ND ASSESSMENT:
1. Language And Literature
   Chapter: 16,17,18
2. In Our Surroundings.
   Chapter: 19,20,21,22,23,24.
   Stop, Check And Go-1
3. Science And Technology
   Chapter: 25,26,27.

3RD ASSESSMENT
1. Discover India
   Chapter: 28,29,30,31,32,33.
2. World Around Us
   Chapter: 34,35,36.

ART & CRAFT

1ST ASSESSMENT.
Drawing And Coloring Book Copy, Fish, Kite
Craft Work – Flower Basket.

2ND ASSESSMENT.
House In Match Stick.
Bird With Paper Cutting.

3RD ASSESSMENT.
Under Water Picture With Marble Paper (Collage).
Salt Painting.
MORAL SCIENCE

BOOK: LESSON FOR LIFE BOOK 2

1ST ASSESSMENT
CHAP 2: HAVING GOOD THOUGHTS
CHAP 3: BEING KIND
CHAP 4: BEING FORGIVING

2ND ASSESSMENT
CHAP 5: BEING TRUTHFUL
CHAP 6: BEING PEACEFUL
CHAP 8: BEING CO OPERATIVE

3RD ASSESSMENT
CHAP 11: BEING UNITED
CHAP 12: LOVING YOUR COUNTRY.

MUSIC

1ST ASSESSMENT
1) Sargam
2) English Song

2ND ASSESSMENT
1) Tagore Song
2) Jingles

3RD ASSESSMENT
1) Patriotic Song
2) Hindi Song

P.T

1ST ASSESSMENT
1. Jogging
2. Free Hand Exercises
3. Formation (Straight Line, Semi-Circle, Circle)
4. Zigzag Running
5. Calisthemcs
6. Hopping
7. Copy-Paste Sports Related Picture With News

2ND ASSESSMENT
1. Jogging
2. Warm Up
3. Jumping Exercises
4. Aerobics Exercise With Music
5. Copy-Write About Olympic And Bengal Sports’ History

3RD ASSESSMENT
1. Jogging
2. Warm Up
3. Running
4. Group Game
5. Recreational Game

ACTIVITY

1ST ASSESSMENT
1. Magic Sketch.
2. My Family Tree.

2ND ASSESSMENT
1. Flowers With Tissue Paper.
2. Sticking Pulses.

3RD ASSESSMENT
1. Landscape With Marble Paper. (Collage)
2. Photo Frame. (Ice-Cream Stick)